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 Trying to create more flexible motion graphics, it would be great to support faster execution of our current tools.  For instance,
we want to allow our viewers to make changes to the length of our elements at runtime.  Also, our current compilation strategy
cannot handle changes in length of the track or transitions from one track to another.  Currently we keep track of everything in

an external dictionary which makes iteration on changes inefficient. That’s why we created a new editor that does all the work in-
place,  so you can make changes to expressions, instantly check the effects, and see if there are any additional changes needed.

For instance, if you notice that your expression takes too much time to complete, you could split it into two smaller expressions,
just like a real-time programming language.  In this case, we can simply add more assignments, without having to find and

delete assignments you have already made.  This means we can reuse your efforts. You don’t have to worry about these changes
taking too long, as we don’t compile expressions when you make changes, you can still make changes as much as you want, we
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just don’t compile it yet. To achieve this, we add an *operations* box to the track, to the right of the expression.  The operations
box contains a dropdown that lets you create and edit operations.  For instance, if you press the *delete operation* button, we

will change the length of the animation track, so the animation starts at the end of the track.  Here is an example of how it looks:
**Figure 2: Operations box** ```xq from demo-group selections { track [ with length(.5) as (.5-slide) to (.5-slide + 1) ] } ``` You
can make the operations you want just by pressing the add operation button.  Let’s make one more, to make the animation start

at the beginning of the track: to (1-slide) Now 82157476af
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